BROOKLYN HEIGHTS POLICE BLOTTER

02/20/20

Disabled vehicle blocking roadway in front of fire/police station; vehicle pushed off
roadway; courtesy ride to Tuxedo/Broadview. Report of suspicious male walking Little
Creek area; unable to locate.

02/21/20

Report of an abandoned vehicle on Schaaf Lane; information forwarded to Detective
Bureau to follow up with owner. Disturbance reported on West 6th regarding intoxicated
party; verbal dispute; parties separated for the evening.

02/24/20

Injured Blue Heron on Valley Belt; contact made with wildlife officer to pick up. Service
Department notified to remove tires dumped on side of roadway.

02/25/20

Parma PD requesting mutual aid regarding shoplifter at drug store on Brookpark Road,
unable to locate.

02/26/20

Traffic stop resulting in party with warrant, loaded hand gun and multiple credit cards in
vehicle; detective contacted and investigation started; turned over to Maple Hts. PD on
their warrant.

02/27/20

Parma PD reporting male called them stating he was going to harm himself; West 8th and
Tuxedo area; unable to locate. Second call regarding same male; checked area again;
unable to locate.

02/28/20

Report of mailbox and garbage cans being struck by vehicle on Lancaster; unable to locate
vehicle; no plate obtained. Neighbor has video of incident; investigation to follow.

02/29/20

Ohio State Patrol requesting mutual aid on I-480 E/B ramp; party non-compliant, highly
intoxicated with active warrant with Brooklyn Hts. PD; holder placed.

03/01/20

Report of reckless driver I-480 W/B; unable to locate. Resident on West 5th found wallet
containing credit cards and money; contact made with Brook Park PD to advise owner.

03/03/20

Assisted elderly female who was lost and confused; picked up by family friend. Paperwork
filed for female to take driver’s license exam.

03/07/20

Report of damage to fence on West 6th; possibly wind related.

03/08/20

Mutual aid requested by Independence on I-480 E/B at 77; party trying to back up into
traffic; same intoxicated and taken into custody. Observed reckless driver on I-480 E/B;
while on traffic stop, driver backed into police cruiser damaging his vehicle. Suspected
OVI and drug abuse; male taken into custody by OSP.

03/09/20

Report of vandalism to vehicle parked on E. Schaaf; chalk paint prank from family member.
Report of juveniles swearing in park; advised; will comply.

03/10/20

Assisted Independence PD with a disabled vehicle blocking I-480 E/B. Report of reckless
driver on Granger Road; located same and cited for expired plates and driving within
marked lanes; advised and released on multiple warrants. Traffic stop on Tuxedo; driver
cited for OVI, BAC and driving within marked lanes.

03/11/20

Report of barking dogs near Schaaf Lane; quiet on arrival.

03/12/20

Report of barking dogs on Schaaf Lane; business owner contacted and dogs were
removed and taken to residence.

03/13/20

Report of male pointing gun in another male’s face and running into building near Resource
/ Lancaster; located and detained parties involved for investigation; confiscated gun and
one male charged with menacing. Brooklyn PD requesting assistance in locating hit/skip
vehicle heading I-480 E/B from Tiedeman; unable to locate.

03/14/20

Officer reporting a serious motor vehicle accident with four parties entrapped 176 S/B to I480 E/B; notified Cleveland PD and OSP; assisted with extraction and scene control.
Traffic stop resulting with party taken into custody for a protection order violation and drug
charges (possible felony drug charges pending).

03/15/20

Report of erratic driver traveling at high speed on Schaaf Road E/B; unable to locate.
Assisted OSP with OVI arrest on 176 S/B. Cuyahoga Heights Schools reporting schools
will be closed until further notice. Provided mutual aid to Valley View PD regarding possible
OVI arrest.

03/16/20

Located garage door light on for house with vacation/vacant property check; checked ok;
residents returned home earlier than expected.

03/17/20

Assisted Cuyahoga Heights PD with building search on E. 71st; unable to locate subject.

03/18/20

Report of car driving on North Street at high rate of speed; unable to locate; special
attention.

03/19/20

Provided mutual aid to Valley View PD; perimeter set up Fosdick and Canal; male fled from
Cleveland Armory; same taken into custody. Report of irate customer causing disturbance
at local business; advised party to leave and not return. Noise complaint on South Street;
all quiet on arrival.

